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Susan Constant 
In December of 1606, 144 settlers and sailors 

set sail for the New World aboard three ships. 

The voyage would take around five months.  

 

The main ship was named the Susan Constant. 

This was the biggest out of all the three ships 

that sailed to America. It contained the most 

crew members and supplies due to its larger 

size. 

 

In this picture you will see a life-size replica of 

the Susan Constant. It was built to match the 

descriptions and measurements that were 

recorded  by the colonists. 
 



 

James Fort 
When the colonists arrived one of the first 

things they did was build a fort for protection. 

They constructed a triangular fort in just 19 

days. The walls of the fort were made with 

planks and posts. The east and west walls were 

each 100 yards long. The south wall was 140 

yards long and connected to both the east and 

west sides. This gave the fort a triangular 

appearance. Each side measured roughly 

fourteen feet high. Bulwarks, or raised areas, 

were built at each corner of the fort to support 

artillery.  
 



 

The Church 
The church played a significant part in daily life of the colonists. A simple wooden frame 

church would’ve been built within the first year of their arrival. As you can see from the 

re-creation, the design was simple, but yet held a certain charm. It was reconstructed 

based on drawings and measurements found on the site. 
 



 

Original James Fort 
The outer perimeter of original James Fort has 

been erected. Based on archeological evidence, 

posts were rebuilt in the exact location of 

where they would’ve been in 1607. There 

would’ve been no gaps in the fence line as you 

see in the picture.  
 


